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A Corrigendum on

Role of selective histone deacetylase 6 inhibitor ACY- 1215 in cancer and

other human diseases

by Li J, Yu M, Fu S, Liu D and Tan Y (2022). Front. Pharmacol. 13:907981. doi: 10.3389/fphar.
2022.907981

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement. “This work was

supported by Scientific research project of Hunan Provincial Health Commission (No.

202103030980) and Graduate Research Innovation Project of Central South University.”

The correct Funding statement appears below.

Funding

This work was supported by Scientific research project of Hunan Provincial Health

Commission (No. 202103030980) and the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central

Universities of Central South University (No. 2022ZZTS0860)”.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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